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Register HK Webinar: Rethinking the Olympics – The
“Dynamic Sustainable” Model (Nov 17, 9:30am HKT) 

Cities invest millions to persuade the Olympic Committee they should win the right to host
the Olympic Games. Host cities are often betting the Olympic events will foster a sense of
national unity and reap huge economic benefits for the host.  But have the costs of hosting
the Olympics outstripped the benefits?

Join our expert panel as they discuss the importance of global sporting events, the
economic impact on the host, and a potential new model of “dynamic sustainability” for all
future Olympic Games.

REGISTER HK WEBINAR

Register HK Event: Advancing Hong Kong’s Way Forward –
Vivian Kong (Dec 2, 2022)

Vivian Kong Man-Wai is a two-time Olympian. She won the women’s epee world ranking title
and was ranked number one in the world at the end of the 2018-2019 season. Vivian
believes in promoting the Olympic values and creating social impact through sport and “unity
in diversity”. After competing in the 2016 Rio Olympics, she was further inspired by the
power of sport to contribute to humanity and peace.

Join one of Hong Kong’s rising stars and a symbol of Hong Kong’s future in sport and
society at our upcoming Trailblazer Forum, Friday, December 2, 2022, at 4:00pm.
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